The main result of this paper is a formula for calculating the Seiberg-Witten invariants of 4-manifolds with fixed-point-free circle actions. This is done by showing under suitable conditions the existence of a diffeomorphism between the moduli space of the 4-manifold and the moduli space of the quotient 3-orbifold. Two corollaries include the fact that b + >1 4manifolds with fixed-point-free circle actions are simple type and a new proof of the equality SW Y 3 ×S 1 = SW Y 3 . An infinite number of 4-manifolds with b + = 1 whose Seiberg-Witten invariants are still diffeomorphism invariants is constructed and studied.
Introduction
The main idea of this work is to systematically study closed oriented smooth 4-manifolds that admit an S 1 -action using Seiberg-Witten gauge theory. When the action on X 4 is free, the quotient by the S 1 -action is a smooth 3-manifold Y and the manifold with given circle action is classified by the Euler class χ ∈ H 2 (Y ; Z). When the circle action is not free there will be nontrivial isotropy groups, which forces the orbit space to be an orbifold rather than a manifold. The main result of this paper is a formula for calculating the Seiberg-Witten invariants of any closed oriented smooth 4-manifold with a fixed-point-free circle action. We derive the formula by proving the existence of a diffeomorphism between the moduli space of the 4-manifold and the moduli space of the quotient 3-orbifold.
A given manifold may admit more than one circle action. So while the 3-manifold and Euler class are fully sufficient to classify a free circle action, the Seiberg-Witten invariants are stronger in that they are invariants of the underlying space up to diffeomorphism regardless of the circle action.
The first theorem we prove puts a restriction on the set of Spin c structures with nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariants for manifolds that admit a fixed-pointfree circle action. (See Sections 2 and 3 for descriptions of Spin c structures and Seiberg-Witten invariants.) Theorem A. Let ξ be a Spin c structure on a closed oriented smooth 4-manifold X with b + = 1 a fixed-point-free circle action such that SW X (ξ) = 0. Then the Spin c structure ξ is pulled back from a Spin c structure on Y .
the numerical invariant changes when the metric moves from one chamber into another. Under certain conditions, their theorem says that the invariant does not change (making it a diffeomorphism invariant again). We show how to construct an infinite number of b + = 1 manifolds with this property. Theorem B provides a way to see explicitly why the invariants do not change when a chamber wall is crossed.
Seiberg-Witten on 3-orbifolds
We show that all of the usual notions of gauge theory hold for 3-dimensional real orbifolds. Throughout, we assume that all orbifolds are oriented, connected, and closed unless otherwise specified. We start with the definition of orbifolds (cf. [15] ).
2.1.
Definitions. An n-dimensional orbifold Y is a Hausdorff space |Y | together with a system Ξ = ({U i }, {ϕ i }, {Ũ i }, {G i }, {φ ij }) that satisfies the following conditions:
(1) {U i } is locally finite.
(2) {U i } is closed under finite intersections.
(3) For each U i , there exist a finite group G i acting smoothly and effectively on a connected open subsetŨ i of R n and a homeomorphism ϕ i :
, making the following diagram commute:
where the ϕ ij are induced by the monomorphisms and the r i 's are the natural projections.
The system Ξ is called an atlas and each ϕ i • r i :Ũ i → U i is called a local chart. An orbifold Y is connected and closed if the underlying space |Y | is. Two atlases give the same orbifold structure if they have a common refinement. Let x ∈ |Y |, and letŨ x → U be a local chart containing x. The local group at x, denoted G x , is the isotropy group of G of any point in U corresponding to x (well-defined up to isomorphism). Set ΣY = {x ∈ |Y | | G x = 1}. This set is closed and nowhere dense, and in fact it is easily shown that dim ΣY ≤ n − 2. After removing the singular set, Y \ ΣY becomes a manifold.
All theorems henceforth will be stated and proved for 3-dimensional orbifolds Y where ΣY is a finite disjoint set of smooth closed curves l 1 , . . . , l n that are assigned integral multiplicities α 1 , . . . , α n given by their local isotropy group Z αi = Z/α i Z. Let D be the standard complex disk, and consider a Z αi action on it by rotation. We will take a convenient atlas in all of the atlases that give the same orbifold structure. Equip |Y | with an atlas of coordinate charts
where the φ i induce homeomorphisms from (S 1 × D/Z αi , S 1 × 0) to (U i , l i ), the φ x are homeomorphisms, the U i are all pairwise disjoint, U x ∩ ΣY = ∅, and the transition functions are all diffeomorphisms.
Example 1. The triple Y = (S 3 , K, n) where K is a knot in S 3 , K is the singular locus ΣY = K, and the isotropy group around K is Z n , is an example of a 3-orbifold.
Define an n-dimensional orbifold bundle over Y in the following manner. Set U x × V n over each U x for an n-dimensional vector space V n . Over U i the vector bundle is given by the quotient (
is a Z αi -equivariant vector bundle specified up to isometry by giving a representation σ i : Z αi → GL n (V ). The vector bundle over Y is then specified by a 1-cocycle of transition functions over the overlaps.
Orbifold line bundles.
Under tensor product the topological isomorphism classes of orbifold line bundles form a group Pic t (Y ), called the topological Picard group. We describe this group in this subsection.
We can record the information in Pic t (Y ) by using a generalization of equivariant cohomology. Think of Y as the union of Y \ {l 1 , . . . , l n } and (l i × D/Z αi ). Define Y V to be the union of Y \ {l 1 , . . . , l n } and
These sections are unique up to homotopy, because the fibers of the bundle are contractible.
The following theorem is contained in [5] .
Theorem 2. The following groups are isomorphic:
Here is another way to describe Pic t (Y ). For a fixed i, define an orbifold line bundle over Y to be a trivial line bundle A = (Y \ l i ) × C, and over U i it is given by
The bundle is glued together using a transition function ϕ BA (γ, w) = w on the overlap S 1 × (D \ {0}). For each l i , create such a line bundle, and call it E i .
Let L be an orbifold line bundle over Y . There is a collection of integers β 1 , . . . , β n satisfying 0 ≤ β i < α i such that the bundle L⊗E −β1 1 ⊗· · ·⊗E −βn n is a trivial orbifold line bundle over each neighborhood of the l i 's. By forgetting the orbifold structure, it can be naturally identified with a smooth line bundle (denoted by |L|) over the smooth manifold |Y |. Theorem 4. The isomorphism classes of orbifold line bundles on Y with specified isotropy representations ξ β1 1 , . . . , ξ βn n along l 1 , . . . , l n respectively are in bijective correspondence with χ ∈ H 2 (|Y |; Z).
In general, the unit circle bundle X is an orbifold rather than a manifold. P i is a quotient of l i × D 2 × S 1 by the action of Z α defined by ξ : (γ, w, t) → (γ, ξw, ξ β t). It follows that the isotropy group of a point in the quotient of l i × {0} × S 1 is {ξ ∈ Z α : ξ β = 1} for all points p ∈ l. When the isotropy group is trivial (gcd(α, β) = 1) the quotient is smooth. In the case that β ≡ 0 mod α , L is a usual line bundle around that loop, but the 4-manifold still has a nontrivial orbifold structure. Set d = gcd(α i , β i ).
Let m i = ∂({0}×D ×{1}) be the meridian loop of l i before the quotient is taken. Denote the class it represents in the quotient P i bym i . The homeomorphism ϕ i : ∂P i → ∂X determines a section s : ∂Y → ∂X which is specified up to homology by the relation
The local invariants (α i , β i ) specify P i up to an orientation-preserving equivariant homeomorphism.
The bundle X can be extended to the unit circle bundle of |L| by equivariantly attaching l i × D × S 1 with a bundle isomorphism φ i . Bundle isomorphisms covering the identity are classified up to vertical equivariant isotopy by homotopy classes of maps in [∂(S 1 × D), S 1 ] = Z ⊕ Z. However, we can change φ i by a bundle automorphism classified by [S 1 × D, S 1 ] = H 1 (S 1 × D; Z) = Z; these maps change (φ i ) * ([l i ]) by a multiple of the fiber. Therefore, the resulting bundle X ∪ φi (l i × D × S 1 ) can be completely specified by the map
for some r ∈ Z. Thus we determine the principal S 1 -bundle of |L| by specifying that r = 0.
In summary:
(1) The unit circle bundle of L is obtained by gluing the quotient P using maps
Note that this bundle depends only on the section s * [m i ] as well.
(3) The unit circle bundle of the desingularization |L| is obtained by gluing in
Next we show that two orbifold line bundles L 1 and L 2 with the same isotropy representations and equivalent desingularizations |L 1 | = |L 2 | are equivalent as orbifold line bundles.
Construct two principal S 1 -bundles X 1 and X 2 from X to form unit circle bundles |L 1 | and |L 2 |. The construction depends on choices of the class
be the obstruction to extending these sections over X j . Let τ ∈ H 1 (∂Y ) be the primary difference of s 1 and s 2 . A diagram chase
Since the construction of the unit circle bundle of the orbifold line bundle in (1) depended only on these sections, L 1 and L 2 are equivalent.
The above theorem means that a given orbifold line bundle L over Y is specified by the data (c 1 (|L|), β 1 , . . . , β n ), We also require that the volume form e 1 ∧ e 2 ∧ e 3 acts by
We will write c 1 (ξ) for the first Chern class of det W . Proof. If we can split T Y into a 1-dimensional real line bundle and a complex orbifold line bundle L, then w 2 (T Y ) = w 2 (R ⊕ L) = w 2 (L) is just the mod 2 reduction of c 1 (L) for some orbifold line bundle L. Hence T Y lifts. We need to find a nowhere zero section of T Y . Note that each l i × D/Z αi comes with a Z αi -invariant oriented nonzero vector field that is tangent to l i at each point in D/Z. This vector field induces a nonzero section s : ∂Y → T Y | ∂ . Remove an extra S 1 × D from the interior of Y and put a similar nonzero section on the boundary. The obstruction to extending the section into the interior of
Using the homology relation
the obstruction can be removed by changing the framing on the boundary of S 1 ×D. Thus T Y admits a nowhere zero vector field.
Remark 6. In [15] , I. Satake treated the V-Euler class as the index of a unit vector field on T Y with singularities and showed that χ V (Y ) = 0 for odd-dimensional orbifolds. Thus it is not surprising that nonzero vector fields exist on 3-orbifolds. Proof. Let ξ 1 and ξ 2 be two Spin c structures that are lifts of the frame bundle. Away from the l i 's, the difference of two Spin c structures is a complex line bundle as in the smooth case. Because
for all l i , we can extend the complex line bundle over the desingularization |Y | using techniques in Theorem 4. Thus we can investigate locally to show that any two lifts of isotropy representations into Spin c (3) differ by a representation into S 1 . Note that this is not immediately obvious, because there are many different representations of Z α into Spin c (3) = U (2). Let Θ i be the unit vector field on l i × D/Z α that is tangent to the circle l i at each point. We use the fact that ρ : Z α → SO(3) is a rotation that leaves the nonzero vector field Θ i invariant. Identify SU (2) with the unit quaternions. The map Ad : SU (2) → SO(3) is given by g → ghḡ for all h ∈ ImH and is the double cover of SO(3). Thus SO(3) can be thought of as the unit quaternions modulo the equivalence h ∼ −h. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the invariant vector field Θ i is generated by i ∈ ImH at each point in l i .
It is easy to see that elements of SO(3) that rotate the second two components while leaving i invariant are of the form e iθ ∈ H. Hence ρ(1) = λ τ where λ is a 2α-root of unity in C and 0 ≤ τ < α.
The Spin c representation σ : Spin c → End(H) is given by σ(g, e iθ )h = ghe iθ for all h ∈ H. Here we have used the fact Spin c (3) = SU (2) × S 1 / (−1, −1). Using this identification, Spin c projects to SO(3) by the adjoint map as well, (g, e iθ ) → ghḡ for all h ∈ ImH. Thus the representation ρ lifts toρ:
Globally, ξ 1 − ξ 2 differs by a complex line bundle over |Y | and local isotropy representations into S 1 , i.e., an element in Pic t (Y ) as described in Theorem 4.
Seiberg-Witten equations on 3-orbifolds. Fix an orbifold SO(3)-
connection ∇ on the cotangent bundle T * Y and a Spin c structure ξ = (W, ρ).
The set of all spinorial connections will be denoted by A(W ).
Given a trivialization for W , the connection matrix of any ∇-spinorial connection ∇ can be written with respect to this trivialization as
where ω i j are the connection matrices for ∇, and b ∈ Ω 1 (Y, iR) is an orbifold 1form. We will often think of spinorial connections on a Spin c structure as U (1) connections on det W coupled with the Levi-Civita connection ∇ Y on T * Y . A spinorial connection ∇ defines a Dirac operator D A : Γ(Y, W ) → Γ(Y, W ) on the space of orbifold sections of W which is selfadjoint. The perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations are the following pair of equations for (A, Ψ) where A is a U (1) orbifold connection on det W and Ψ is an orbifold section of W :
is a closed orbifold 2-form used to perturb the equations.
For a fixed metric g Y and perturbation term δ, the moduli space M(Y, ξ, g Y , δ) is the space of solutions to (2) modulo the action of the gauge group G = Map(Y, S 1 ). Let M * (Y, ξ, g Y , δ) denote the set of irreducible solutions (i.e., where Ψ ≡ 0). For a generic perturbation, the moduli space is a compact, smooth manifold containing no reducible solutions. In that case, the fundamental class [M(Y, ξ, g Y , δ)] is essentially the Seiberg-Witten invariant. Evaluating it against some universal classes defines a map SW 3 (ξ) ∈ Z which is independent of the Riemannian metric and perturbation when b 1 (Y ) > 1 (cf. [8] ). Denote the union over all distinct Spin c structures by
4-Manifolds with fixed-point-free circle actions
In this section we study manifolds with fixed-point-free circle actions. We describe the cohomology of these manifolds and show that under some circumstances, line bundles with connections can be pushed forward to orbifold line bundles with connections on the quotient. Finally, we describe how to pull back Spin c structures from Spin c structures on the quotient.
3.1. Homology. A 4-manifold with fixed-point-free S 1 -action can be viewed as the boundary of a disk bundle or the unit circle bundle of an orbifold line bundle L over a 3-orbifold Y . Henceforth, we will assume that X is a unit circle orbifold
When X is smooth, then X V → Y V is an honest S 1 -bundle and we have the Gysin sequence:
Theorem 9. If X is a 4-manifold with a fixed-point-free circle action over Y given by the sphere bundle of a line bundle L over Y , then
. In particular, since the kernel of (· ∪ [L]) : H 1 → H 3 is torsion free, all torsion classes must come from pullbacks in π * (Pic t (Y )).
When [L] is not torsion, the rank of Pic t (Y )/ [L] and ker(· ∪ [L]) are both equal to b 1 (|Y |) − 1. A basis for the former space can be represented by the Poincaré duals of tori of the form π −1 (loop) for smooth loops in Y \ ΣY . A basis for the latter space can be represented by surfaces in X which, after integrating over the fiber, are the Poincaré duals of surfaces in |Y |. The simple intersection relationship between loops and surfaces in |Y | implies that the intersection form Q X should be simple as well.
In fact, since the signature is zero (cf. [6] ), the classification of intersection forms says that Q X is equivalent to the direct sum of matrices of the form (where d is an integer)
Pulled-back classes always have square zero, by the naturality of the cup product and the fact that the product of 2-forms on Y is always zero.
3.2. Line bundles over X. One can pull back an orbifold line bundle E on Y to get a smooth line bundle π * (E) over X. Except for the case X = |Y | × S 1 , this is a many-to-one correspondence. Nonetheless, it can be made faithful if we pull back a connection A of E as well. We can push forward a line bundle E of X and a connection A of E to an orbifold line bundle on Y if the pair (E, A) satisfies the following two properties:
where T is the everywhere nonzero vector field generated by the circle action on X.
is trivial. Note that if one such point x ∈ Y \ ΣY satisfies the second condition, then all points outside the critical set do via Stokes's theorem. In general, such connections are said to have trivial fiberwise holonomy.
We state Proposition 5.1.3 from [10].
Proposition 10.
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between orbifold line bundles with connection over Y and usual line bundles with connection over X, whose curvature forms pull up from Y and whose fiberwise holonomy is trivial. Furthermore, this correspondence induces an identification between orbifold sections of the orbifold bundle over Y with fiberwise constant sections of its pullback over X.
Pull-back connections π * A are characterized by ∇ π * A T Ψ = 0 for all pulled-back sections Ψ.
Seiberg-Witten equations of smooth 4-manifolds.
A Spin c structure ξ = (W, σ) on an oriented 4-manifold X is a Hermitian vector bundle W of complex rank 4, together with a Clifford multiplication σ : T * X → End(W ). The bundle W decomposes into two bundles of rank 2, W + ⊕ W − , with det W + = det W − . The bundle W − is the subspace annihilated by the action of self-dual 2-forms. We denote by c 1 (ξ) the first Chern class of det W + .
There is a natural way to pull back a Spin c structure from Y to X. Let iη denote the connection 1-form of the circle bundle π : X → Y , and let g Y be a metric on Y ; then endow X with the metric g X = η ⊗ η + π * (g Y ). Using this metric, there is an orthogonal splitting
is given by
This defines a Spin c structure on X.
Choosing a Spin c structure ξ 0 = (W 0 , ρ) on Y gives rise to a one-to-one correspondence between Hermitian orbifold line bundles and Spin c structures on Y via E → W 0 ⊗ E. Likewise, the pullback Spin c structure ξ = π * (ξ 0 ) induces a one-to-one correspondence between Hermitian line bundles and Spin c structures on X.
Remark 11. In this way we can think of a Spin c structure with respect to ξ 0 or ξ as a choice of line bundle on Y or X respectively. This allows us to push forward a Spin c structure with a trivial fiberwise connection on det W + from X to Y via Proposition 10.
There is a natural connection on X which is compatible with the reduction
. This is a compatible connection that satisfies
It is more convenient to use this reducible SO(4)-connection instead of the Levi-Civita connection. By coupling it with a U (1)-connection A on det W + we can define a spinorial connection on W + . Define a Dirac operator D / + A : Γ X (W + ) → Γ X (W − ) from the space of smooth sections of W + to W − . The 4-dimensional perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations for a section Ψ ∈ Γ X (W + ) and a U (1)-connection
Here F + A is the projection of the curvature onto the self-dual two-forms, δ ∈ Ω + (X; iR) is a self-dual 2-form used to perturb the equations, and q : Γ X (W + ) → Ω + (X, iR), defined by q(Ψ) = Ψ ⊗ Ψ * − 1 2 |Ψ| 2 , is the adjoint of Clifford multiplication by self-dual 2-forms, i.e,
for all self-dual 2-forms β ∈ Ω + (X; iR) and all sections Ψ.
Similarly to the 3-dimensional case, the moduli space M(X, ξ, g X , δ) is the space of solutions (A, Ψ) modulo the action of the gauge group. We are using a reducible connection ∇ instead of the Levi-Civita connection on T * X, but this alternative compatible connection is an allowable perturbation of the usual Seiberg-Witten equations and can be used to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariants (cf. [13] ). Under suitable generic conditions the moduli space is a compact, oriented, smooth manifold of dimension
which is independent of metric and perturbation when b + (X) > 1.
The Seiberg-Witten invariant SW X (ξ) is a suitable count of solutions. Fix a base point in M and let G 0 ⊂ Map(X, S 1 ) denote the group of maps which map that point to 1. The base moduli space, denoted by M 0 , is the quotient of the space of solutions by G 0 . When the moduli space M(X, ξ, g X , δ) is smooth, M 0 is a principle S 1 -bundle over M(X, ξ, g X , δ). For a given Spin c structure ξ, the 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten invariant SW X (ξ) is defined to be 0 when d(ξ) < 0, the sum of signed points when d(ξ) = 0, or if d(ξ) > 0, it is the pairing of the fundamental class of M(X, ξ, g X , δ) with the maximal cup product of the Euler class of the S 1 -bundle M 0 .
The dimension formula (6) simplifies when the manifold has a fixed-point-free circle action. Because X has a nonzero vector field T, the Euler class is zero. As mentioned previously, the signature of X is also zero.
Proposition 12.
Suppose that X is a 4-manifold with a fixed-point-free circle action. The expected dimension of the moduli space for a Spin c structure ξ is
Spin c structures and SW solutions
We continue to work with an orbifold circle bundle π : X → Y with an S 1invariant metric g X = η 2 + π * (g Y ). The perturbation δ ∈ Ω 2 (Y, iR) is a closed orbifold 2-form used to perturb the 3-dimensional equations which is then pulled back and projected onto the self-dual 2-forms of X to perturb the 4-dimensional equations.
4.1.
Restrictions on Spin c structures. First, we make some basic observations. If SW X (ξ) = 0 for some Spin c structure ξ, then the expected dimension of the moduli space is nonnegative, implying
If b + (X) = 1, then the metric g X induces a splitting H 2 (X; R) = H + ⊕ H − where H + is one-dimensional. Let c 1 (ξ) + be the L 2 projection onto the self-dual subspace H + . When c 1 (ξ) + is nonzero, it provides an orientation for H + . In this situation the Seiberg-Witten invariant depends on the chamber of 2πc 1 (ξ) + π * (iδ). We will say that α ∈ H 2 (X; R) lies in the positive chamber if α + · c 1 (ξ) + > 0. Denote the Seiberg-Witten invariant calculated for α = (2πc 1 (ξ) + π * (iδ)) in this chamber by SW + X (ξ), and denote the invariant of the other chamber by SW − X (ξ). When c 1 (ξ) + = 0 there is no distinguished chamber. However, if SW X (ξ) = 0 in either chamber, the dimension of the moduli is nonzero and
Since the intersection form on H − is definite, c 1 (ξ) is a torsion class and is pulled back from Y by Theorem 9.
With this as background, we can state:
Theorem A. Let ξ be a Spin c structure on a closed oriented smooth 4-manifold X with a fixed-point-free circle action such that SW X (ξ) = 0 (in either chamber when b + = 1).
Remark 13. In statement (2), the Seiberg-Witten invariant of the other chamber can be calculated using the wall-crossing formula of [7] .
Recall that a 4-manifold is SW simple type if the dimension of the moduli space is 0 for all Spin c structures with nonzero Seiberg-Witten invariants.
Theorem A follows from the following formula about Seiberg-Witten solutions.
Theorem 15. Let (A, Ψ) be any solution in M(X, ξ, g X , π * (δ) + ). Then
The vector field T is the unit vector field generated by the circle action.
Remark 16. The equation in Theorem 15 only holds for perturbations that are pulled back from Y . It does not hold for a general self-dual 2-form on X.
The rest of this subsection contains a proof of Theorem A, assuming Theorem 15. We will then come back and prove Theorem 15 in the next subsection. We prove each case separately. (1) . When b + (X) > 1, the moduli space is nonempty for all generic metrics and perturbation pairs. Hence there is a solution (A, Ψ) ∈ M(X, ξ, g X , 0) that satisfies
Proof of statement
by Theorem 15. Using equation (7), we conclude that all terms in equation (8) vanish; in particular, c 1 (ξ) 2 = 0 and ι T F A = 0.
Since dF A = 0, this equation implies L T F A = 0 by Cartan's formula. Together, the equations ι T F A = L T F A = 0 imply that F A is pulled back from Y . Since c 1 (ξ) = i 2π F A , statement (1) follows. When b + (X) = 0 we have that b 2 (X) is also zero, because the signature is zero. Thus c 1 (ξ) is always a torsion class, and this is pulled back by Theorem 9.
Proof of statement (2) . Assume that c 1 (ξ) is not pulled back. By the argument preceding the statement of Theorem A, c 1 (ξ) + = 0.
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that SW + X (ξ) = 0. In this chamber, the moduli space will be nonempty for all generic pairs of metrics and perturbations. Note that the unperturbed Seiberg-Witten equations (δ = 0) are in this chamber, because (2πc 1 (ξ) − 0) + · c 1 (ξ) + > 0. Hence we can use the same argument as in the proof of statement (1) to show that c 1 (ξ) is pulled back from Y , contradicting our assumption. Thus SW + X (ξ) = 0.
Solutions to the SW equations.
In this subsection we prove Theorem 15. The idea is to prove a Weitzenböck-type decomposition for the Dirac operator we constructed in Subsection 3.3. Before we prove this decomposition, however, we need to show that the full Dirac operator D / A : 
Since D / L.C. and Clifford multiplication by 3-forms are both selfadjoint operators, D / A is selfadjoint.
Proof. Extend η to an orthonormal coframe {η = e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } on a patch of X so that e 0 = η and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } are horizontal lifts of an orthonormal coframe {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } on Y . Let {e 0 = T, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be the dual vector fields with respect to the metric g X .
The difference 1-form ω = ∇ L.C. − ∇ ∈ Ω 1 (so(T * X)) can be thought of as an element in Ω 1 (Λ 2 T * X) via the vector space isomorphism
The action of so(T * X) on the bundle W is modeled on σ Λ 2 •i. Thus we can Clifford multiply the
for a basis element α ⊗ β ∈ Λ 1 ⊗ Λ 2 . This map can be conveniently reformulated as
where ι α is contraction with the vector field that is g X -dual to α.
Let {ζ 12 , ζ 13 , ζ 23 } be the functions defined by dη = 2ζ 12 e 1 ∧ e 2 + 2ζ 13 e 1 ∧ e 3 + 2ζ 23 e 2 ∧ e 3 .
We can use equation (11) and the first Cartan structure equation 
The ω i j 's in the second, third, and fourth rows are pulled back from the connection 1-form for the Levi-Civita connection on Y . The connection matrix for ∇ is
Using the isomorphism i, the difference ∇ L.C. − ∇ can be written as
A calculation using (10) gives
Lemma 18. The square of the Dirac operator decomposes into
where ( ) + is the projection onto self-dual 2-forms.
Proof. We work with the full Dirac operator first. By using the definition of ∇ from equation (3), we see from
Thus the Dirac operator decomposes into a sum of two selfadjoint operators:
σ(e i )∇ ei . Squaring and noting that ∇ T η = 0 and σ(η)σ(η) = −Id yields
where {·, ·} denotes the anticommutator. The last term simplifies using Clifford relations and the equations (1) and (3):
One can use the connection matrix (12) to calculate that
ei T = 0 (15) for i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore the curvature reduces to
and we can see that
By the definition of ∇, the action of [∇ T , ∇ ei ] for i = 1, 2, 3 commutes with Clifford multiplication. Therefore F ∇ (T, e i ) is a scalar endomorphism; so
Restricting attention to W + gives the formula.
Proof of Theorem 15. Take a solution (A, Ψ) ∈ M(X, g X , π * (δ) + ), apply (D / + A ) * D / + A , and take the inner product with Ψ. After applying Lemma 18 and integrating over X we get
In the last step we used the adjoint property of q(Ψ) from equation (5) and the fact that q(Ψ) is self-dual.
Substituting the q(Ψ)
The last equality is true by the following calculation. Let F ij be the functions defined by
Then ι T F A = iF 01 e 1 + iF 02 e 2 + iF 03 e 3 and ι T F A = iF 12 e 3 − iF 13 e 2 + iF 23 e 1 .
Taking their inner product gives
Integrating equation (20) over X gives the theorem. P
Diffeomorphic moduli spaces
In this section we prove Theorem B. We continue to work with the circle bundle π : X → Y with the S 1 -invariant metric g X = η ⊗ η + π * (g Y ) as in 3.3. Fix a closed orbifold 2-form δ ∈ Ω 2 (Y ; iR) to perturb the 3-dimensional equations and pull it back to get an S 1 -invariant 2-form on X. Perturb the 4-dimensional equations by projecting π * (δ) onto the self-dual 2-forms to get π * (δ) + .
The total moduli space M(X, g X , π * (δ) + ) is a disjoint collection of moduli spaces, one component for each Spin c structure ξ on X. Define N (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) to be the components of the total moduli space whose cohomology class c 1 (ξ) is pulled back from Y .
Theorem A implies that we need only look at these components to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariants when b + > 1. This restriction on the total moduli space is done to rule out Spin c structures mentioned in the second statement of Theorem A which are not pulled back.
Note that, for any Spin c structure ξ whose c 1 (ξ) class is pulled back and for any 2-form δ,
In particular, the expected dimension of the moduli space is 0 by Proposition 12.
A pullback of a solution (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) to (2) on Y is the solution (A, Ψ) = π * (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) to (4) on X. Pick an orthonormal coframe on a patch of X {e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } so that e 0 = η, and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } are horizontal lifts of an orthonormal coframe {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } on Y . Let {e 0 = T, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be the dual vector fields with respect to the metric g X . In this case the Dirac operator can be written as
where ∇ is a connection on W + created by coupling A with the reducible connection ∇ (see Subsection 3.3) and D = σ(e i )∇ ei for i = 1, 2, 3. From the construction of the pulled-back Spin c structure, it is clear that π * (Ψ) is harmonic, since it is constant along the fiber and comes from a harmonic spinor on Y . The first equation of (4) is satisfied by pulling up the first equation and projecting each term onto the self-dual 2-forms. Since a gauge transformation on ξ pulls back to a gauge transformation of π * (ξ), we get a well-defined map on the level of moduli spaces. Theorem B. The pullback map π * induces a homeomorphism
Furthermore, there exist pairs (g Y , δ) such that the two moduli spaces are smooth, and π * is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism.
Remark. There is no restriction on b + (X) in the above theorem.
The next three subsections contain the proof of this theorem. We show that π * is a homeomorphism in the first two subsections. In the final subsection we show that dπ * is an isomorphism on the kernel of the linearizations. This turns out to be sufficient by Theorem A to prove the second statement of Theorem B. 5.1. π * is injective. Suppose we have two irreducible solutions to the 3-dimensional equations whose pullbacks (A, Ψ) and (A , Ψ ) differ by a gauge transformation g ∈ Map(X, S 1 ). Then g(A, Ψ) = (A , Ψ )
where g is a section of End(det W + ) = End(π * (det W + )) = π * (End(det W + )). Use A to create a connection ∇ End on End(π * (W + )) that has trivial fiberwise holonomy. Then
because Ψ = gΨ are pulled-back sections. By the unique continuation theorem for elliptic operators, Ψ = 0 on a dense open set, and hence ∇ End T g ≡ 0 on X. Thus g is a fiberwise constant section of the line bundle π * (End(det W ) ), and by Proposition 10, it can be pushed forward to a section of End(det W ) on Y , i.e., a gauge transformation on Y . 5.2. π * is surjective. Take a solution (A, Ψ) ∈ N * (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) to the Seiberg-Witten equations (4). We will show that the solution is pulled up from a solution
Combining the formula in Theorem 15 with the fact that Spin c structures from N * (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) satisfy equations (21), we get
and therefore the following terms must be identically zero:
Equation (26) implies L T F A = 0, and together the equations imply that F A is circle-invariant and pulled up from Y . Equation (24) and the fact that Ψ ≡ 0 mean that A has trivial fiberwise holonomy. Therefore we can apply Proposition 10 and Remark 11 to ξ with connection A to conclude that Ψ corresponds to an orbifold section Ψ 0 on a Spin c structure ξ 0 with connection A 0 on Y .
In this situation, D + is the Dirac operator on the orbifold Y . So by equations (25) and (24), the second Seiberg-Witten equation of (2) is satisfied for (A 0 , Ψ 0 ). One can then check that (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) also satisfies the first Seiberg-Witten equation.
Therefore the map π * is a homeomorphism of moduli spaces.
The kernels are isomorphic.
Consider an irreducible solution S = (A, Ψ) to the 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations for a fixed metric and perturbation (g X , π * (δ) + ) in the Spin c structure ξ. In the previous subsection we saw that (A, Ψ) was pulled back from a solution S 0 = (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) to the 3-dimensional equations on Y in the Spin c structure ξ 0 . We now describe the tangent space at the solution S. The sequence of operators (for a fixed k ≥ 5)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is called the deformation complex at S. The map L S is the infinitesimal action of the gauge group at S described by its differential at the identity:
and LSW 4 is the linearization of the 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations with fixed perturbation π * (δ) + . We can wrap LSW 4 and L S into one operator
Then ker T S is the set of (a, ψ) that satisfy
The last equation is a slice condition for the gauge group action.
Let H * S denote the cohomology of the deformation complex at S. It is a standard fact that H * S is Fredholm. Moreover,
with the expected dimension of the moduli space for the Spin c structure ξ,
A metric and perturbation (g, δ) is called a good pair if H 0 S = H 2 S = 0 for every solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations in the Spin c structure ξ. If (g X , π * (δ) + ) is good, then the moduli space M(X, ξ, g X , π * (δ) + ) is a smooth manifold of dimension d(ξ), its formal tangent space can be identified with H 1 S at the point S, and we can use it to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariants of ξ (cf. [11] ).
There is a similar complex for the solution S 0 on Y . It too can be described by an operator
It also has a complex at S 0 , and an associated cohomology denoted by H * S0 which can be described by kernels and cokernels of T S0 as above.
By definition S is irreducible if and only if H 0 S = 0 (and likewise for S 0 ). Hence solutions in N * (X, ξ, g X , π * (δ) + ) satisfy
by Proposition 12 and equation (21). Therefore H 2 S vanishes for these solutions precisely when dim H 1 S = 0. We will use this fact and the following theorem to show when dim H 2 S = 0. Theorem 19. Let S = (A, Ψ) ∈ N * (X, ξ, g X , π * (δ) + ) be an irreducible solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations and let S 0 = (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) ∈ M * (Y, ξ 0 , g Y , δ) be the solution such that S = π * (S 0 ). Then
i.e., the kernels of T S0 and T S are naturally isomorphic via π * .
Before proving this theorem we use it to finish the proof of Theorem B. A priori it may be true that none of the pairs (g X , π * (δ) + ) are good pairs (such pairs do not form an open dense set in the space of metrics and perturbations). However, it is always possible to find a good pair (g Y , δ) such that the moduli space on Y is smooth. Because the expected dimension of the moduli space on the 3-manifold is always zero, dim H 0
. By Theorem 19 the dimension of H 1 S will be zero for the pulled-back solutions as well. Hence H 2 S = 0 by equation (29) for all irreducible solutions S, implying that N * (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) is a smooth manifold and π * is a diffeomorphism. If, in addition, N (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) does not contain any reducible solutions, then (g X , π * (δ) + ) will be a good pair for any Spin c structure pulled back from Y .
To prove that π * is orientation-preserving, it suffices to show that there is a canonical homology orientation for X determined by a homology orientation for Y . We describe the case where the orbifold Euler class χ is non-torsion; the other case is similar. Note that an orientation of X together with the orientation of the circle action naturally induces an orientation on Y .
A homology orientation for Y is an orientation on the vector space H 1 (Y ; R). Letχ be the harmonic representative of χ ∈ H 2 (Y ; Z), and consider its Hodge dual
Choose an orthonormal basis {α 2 , · · · , α n } for H. Combine this basis with α 1 = χ to get a basis for H 1 (Y ). We use this ordered basis to give a homology orientation for Y , thereby orienting the moduli space M(Y, g Y , δ).
A homology orientation for X is an orientation of the vector space H 1 (X; R) ⊕ H + (X; R). We can orient H 1 (X; R) by pulling back the homology orientation on Y via π * , since H 1 (X; R) is isomorphic to H 1 (Y ; R) by the Gysin sequence. Recall from Section 3.1 that the intersection form Q X is equivalent to the direct sum of 2 × 2 matrices. We can construct a basis that realizes this intersection form by pulling back the basis { α 2 , . . . , α n }. This linearly independent set generates a subspace half the dimension of H 2 (Y ; R), again by the Gysin sequence:
Complete this to a basis of H 2 (X; R) by choosing β i ∈ H 2 (X; R) such that π * (β i ) = α i as cohomology classes for i = 2, . . . , n. Since π * ( α i ) · π * ( α j ) = 0 and
the β i 's can also be chosen to satisfy β i · β j = 0 whenever i = j. (For example, if β i · β j = k, replace β i with β i − kπ * ( α j ).) Thus the intersection matrix using the basis {π * ( α 2 ), β 2 , . . . , π * ( α n ), β n } is the direct sum of matrices
i . Note that the 2-dimensional subspaces spanned by π * ( α i ), β i can be ordered using the ordered basis of H 1 (Y ; R). An ordered basis for H + (X; R) amounts to picking an element of positive square from each 2-dimensional subspace. Thus we have used the ordered basis of H 1 (Y ; R) to orient H + (X; R).
The rest of this subsection contains the proof of Theorem 19.
Certainly a solution to T S0 (a 0 , ψ 0 ) = 0 pulls back to a solution of T S (π * (a 0 ), π * (ψ 0 )) = 0.
We need to show that π * is surjective, i.e., for each solution (a, ψ) of the equations (27), we will prove that ∇ T ψ = 0 and a ∈ π * (Ω 1 (Y ; iR) ).
Use η to decompose a into a = f η + c where f ∈ Ω 0 (X; iR) and c ∈ Ω 1 (X; iR). Since (a, ψ) satisfies D / + A ψ + 1 2 σ(a)Ψ = 0, we have
Two of the cross terms in equation (30) are zero, as follows. First, since ∇ T η = 0, we have
But by equations (17) Lemma 20. In the above situation,
Proof. Let {η = e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be a local coframe where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 are pulled back from the base. First we take the adjoints of both terms on the left-hand side of equation (31).
Applying the adjoint of σ(η)∇ T in the first term of equation (31) gives
We used equation (1) in the first line, and (24) in the second. We also used the definition of ∇ from equation (3).
Similarly, we take the adjoint of D in the second term of equation (31) to find
Next we show that the sum of the right-hand sides of equations (32) and (33) is equal to σ(η ∧ ι T (da))Ψ. First, note that for i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
This holds for e 0 = η, since dη is the curvature of a principal orbifold circle bundle, so is pulled back from Y ; it holds for the remaining i, since e 1 , e 2 , e 3 are pulled back from Y . Hence,
Combining equations (32), (33), and (35) and projecting onto the self-dual 2forms, we get
Using equation (27), we can reduce further:
structure over X with SW 4 X (ξ) = 0, then ξ = π * (ξ 0 ) for some Spin c structure on Y , and
where ξ − ξ 0 is a well-defined element of Pic t (Y ). When b + = 1, the formula holds for all Spin c structures that are pulled back from Y .
Remark 22. In the b + (X) = 1 case, the numerical invariant may still depend on the chamber structure of Y if b 1 (Y ) = 1. A nice example to check that Theorem A together with Theorem C gives the correct invariants in the b + (X) = 1 case is the manifold
Proof. Recall that for a generic choice of metric and perturbation (g Y , δ) the moduli space satisfies H 0 S0 = H 1 S0 = H 2 S0 = 0 for all solutions S 0 = (A 0 , Ψ 0 ) to the 3dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations (see Subsection 5.3 for more details). For this good pair the moduli space M(Y, g Y , δ) is a smooth manifold with no reducible solutions. Since we can choose a perturbation generically such that the projection of F A0 + δ onto the harmonic 2-forms is not a multiple of the harmonic representative of χ for all solutions in M(Y, g Y , δ), we have that (π * (F A0 ) + π * (δ)) + = 0 on X as well; hence N (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) does not contain reducible solutions either. By Theorem B, N (X, g X , π * (δ) + ) is diffeomorphic to a smooth manifold without reducible solutions. We have in effect shown that (g X , π * (δ) + ) is a good pair and that this moduli space can be used to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant.
Choose a specific Spin c structure ξ on X such that c 1 (ξ) is pulled back and SW X (ξ) = 0. There exists a Spin c structure ξ 0 on Y such that ξ = π * (ξ 0 ) by Theorem B. All other orbifold Spin c structures on Y that pull back to ξ differ from ξ 0 by a multiple of χ ∈ Pic t (Y ), by Theorem 7 and the Gysin sequence. By Theorem B this gives the diffeomorphism between components of the moduli spaces:
Since this diffeomorphism is orientation-preserving, the formula follows.
When the action is free the quotient is a smooth 3-manifold. In this situation Theorem C becomes Corollary 23. Let X be a closed oriented smooth 4-manifold with b + > 1 and a free circle action. Then the orbit space Y 3 is a smooth 3-manifold. Suppose that χ ∈ H 2 (Y ; Z) is the first Chern class of the circle action on X. If ξ is a Spin c structure over X with SW 4 X (ξ) = 0, then ξ = π * (ξ 0 ) for some Spin c structure on Y , and
where ξ − ξ 0 is a well-defined element of H 2 (Y ; Z).
Because of this formula, it is particularly easy to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariants for manifolds with free circle actions.
Finally, Theorem C also reproves a theorem first reported by Donaldson for manifolds of the form Y 3 × S 1 .
Corollary 24 (cf. Donaldson [2] ). Let X ∼ = Y 3 × S 1 with b + (X) > 1. If a Spin c structure ξ has SW X (ξ) = 0, then there is one Spin c structure ξ 0 on Y such that ξ = π * (ξ 0 ) and
This corollary can be proved independent of the machinery used in this paper, because X has a cyclic covering by Y 3 × R where the analysis is easier. There is a natural way to pull back solutions of (4) to solutions on Y 3 × R for Spin c structures pulled up from Y 3 . One can then put the solution into temporal gauge and show that it satisfies the 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations because it is a constant gradient-flow of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional.
Examples
In this section we construct a 4-manifold with b + (X) = 1 and free circle actions whose Seiberg-Witten invariants are still diffeomorphism invariants. We can use Theorem C to calculate its Seiberg-Witten polynomial. Then we will use Theorem B to study the moduli spaces of X and its quotient Y and illustrate why the invariants do not change when crossing a "wall."
Take the Whitehead link in S 3 and compose each component with the knots K 1 and K 2 (see Figure 1 ). Let the 3-manifold Y K1K2 be the result of surgery on this new link with each surgery coefficient equal to 0. Because the Whitehead link is fibered, when K 1 and K 2 are fibered knots, the resulting 3-manifold fibers over the circle. K 2 K 1 Figure 1 . Y K1K2 before surgery Define X K1K2 (L) to be the unit circle bundle of a line bundle L over Y K1K2 . When c 1 (L) is nontorsion, we get the following facts:
(1) b 1 (Y K1K2 ) = 2, b 1 (X K1K2 (L)) = 2, and b + (X K1K2 (L)) = 1.
(2) The cup product pairing ∪ : H 1 (X K1K2 (L); Z) ⊗ H 1 (X K1K2 (L); Z) → H 2 (X K1K2 (L); Z)
is trivial. This can be computed from the cup product on Y K1K2 using the isomorphism π * : H 1 (Y K1K2 ; Z) → H 1 (X K1K2 (L); Z).
These two facts are exactly the conditions needed to show that the wall-crossing number is zero for all Spin c structures [7] . Hence Seiberg-Witten invariants are still diffeomorphism invariants for these manifolds. In fact, any unit circle bundle over a 3-manifold that satisfies the above conditions will be such an example. The manifolds constructed above are also particularly easy for calculating the Seiberg-Witten polynomial using Theorem C. We give one example.
Let Y = Y K1K2 be the manifold where K 1 and K 2 are the fibered 6 3 knot in [14] (see Figure 2 ). Then the Seiberg-Witten polynomial SW 3
Y (x, y) = (x −4 − 3x −2 + 5 − 3x 2 + x 4 )(y −4 − 3y −2 + 5 − 3y 2 + y 4 ) is calculated using Milnor torsion and the Meng-Taubes theorem [9] . In this setup, x = exp(P D(m 1 )) and y = exp(P D(m 2 )) are formal variables, while m 1 , m 2 ∈ H 1 (Y ; Z) represent the meridian loops of each component of the Whitehead link. Thus the term 9x 2 y 2 in the above polynomial means that the Seiberg-Witten invariant for the Spin c structure identified with P D(2m 1 + 2m 2 ) is 9. Let X = X K1K2 (L) be the unit circle bundle of a line bundle L that satisfies c 1 (L) = 4P D(m 1 ). By Theorem A and the fact that Seiberg-Witten invariants for X are independent of the wall crossing, c 1 (ξ) is pulled back from Y . Thus d(ξ) = 0, and condition (21) holds for Spin c structures with nontrivial SW invariants. We can apply Theorem C to get SW 4 X (x, y) = 7y −4 − 6x 2 y −4 − 21y −2 + 18x 2 y −2 + 35 −30x 2 − 21y 2 + 18x 2 y 2 + 7y 4 − 6x 2 y 4 ,
where the formal variables are defined by x = exp(π * (P D(m 1 ))) and y = exp(π * (P D(m 2 ))), and represent the pullback of Spin c structures on Y . Note that X is an example of a nonsymplectic 4-manifold with a circle action whose quotient fibers over the circle. Theorem C gives insight into why the Seiberg-Witten invariant does not change when crossing a wall. Let G X be the product space of metrics and Γ(Λ + ), and recall that (g X , δ) ∈ G X is called a good pair if the moduli space M(X, ξ, g X , δ) is a smooth manifold without reducible solutions. When b + > 1 the wall of bad pairs is at least codimension two and a cobordism can be constructed between the two moduli spaces of good pairs. However, when b + (X) = 1 it is possible that two good pairs cannot be connected through a generic smooth path in G X without crossing a wall of bad pairs where reducible solutions occur. Passing through a bad pair
